
SUMS OF COUNTABLE PRIMARY GROUPS

PAUL HILL

This note contains, in particular, a short proof of the celebrated

result of G. Kolettis which states that a group G is determined by its

Ulm invariants if G is the direct sum of countable, reduced, ^-primary

groups [l]. All groups considered are commutative.

Theorem. Suppose that G=zZ^aA\ and H= XagaPx are de-

compositions of G and H into direct sums of countable, reduced, p-groups.

If G and H have the same Ulm invariants, then there exists a partition

of A into countable subsets A„, pEM, such that G„= zZ^e\^A\ is iso-

morphic to P„= E*eAePx/or each P&M.

Proof. The theorem is vacuous if A is countable, so assume that A

is uncountable and let ft be the smallest ordinal having the cardinality

of the set A. Let G[p] = zZ^i{xt}. Since G and H are direct sums of

countable groups and have the same Ulm invariants, there is1 a

height-preserving isomorphism ir from G[p] onto H[p]—an element

of G is said to have height a ii it is contained in paG but not in

pa+1G. Thus corresponding to the decomposition G[p] = E«er{x,} is

the decomposition H[p] = zZi^i{yt} where y; = 7r(xi). Since |G[p]|

= |G| =|A| = I Q|, the index set I can be taken as the initial segment

of ordinals less than Q.

Suppose that y<£l and that for each /3<y we have shown the

existence of a subset 5s of A and a subset Is of I such that the follow-

ing conditions are satisfied.

(1) JZ A,[p] =  IZ {xi}    and     £ B,[p] = £ {y,-}.
\€Sg islg xeSfl ielfi

(2) | S„ |   =   | Ip |   =g K o | 0 | •

(3) a E Ip if a < /3.

(4) Sp = U Sa    and    Ip = U Ia if 0 is a limit ordinal.
a<0 a<0

(5) Sa C Sp    and    Ia Q Ip if a < 0.

If 7 is a limit ordinal, we define Sy = [)a<y Sa and 77 = Ua<T Ia and

observe that the conditions (l)-(5) remain valid for /3^y.
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1 If G is a countable, reduced, primary group, then G[p] can be decomposed as

G [p] = XSa where the elements of Sa have height a. The result then easily extends to

direct sums of countable groups.
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Suppose that 7 is not a limit ordinal. There is a minimal subset

Sy.ioi A such that { J^,sy^Ay, xT_i} C /£sT,1^4x and { Ysy-iB\, yy-i}

C 23s7,iPx- There is a minimal subset f7,i of I such that ]Cs7,r<4x[p]

£Sr7,i{x,} and Es^PxLp]^ Z)f7.i{y»}- Then there is a minimal

set 57,2 QS7,i) of A such that ^tiy,1{xi} C X)s7,2^x and ^2iy,1{yi}

— Lsv.!^*' Continuing in this way, we obtain ascending sequences

57,„ and Iy,„ such that

E^lcEWe £ ^]
8y,n y,n "7, n+l

and
£ 5x[#] C £ {y,} C    £    Px[/>].

Note that |S7,„| 5=Ko|7| for each positive integer w. Set 57 = U57,„

and J7 = U/7,„. Then conditions (l)-(5) hold for 0^y. Obviously we

can use the scheme described above to show the existence of count-

ably infinite sets Si and 7i which satisfy conditions (1) and (2) when

0 = 1; hence there exist, for each 0<Q, a subset Ss of A and a subset

I8 of / satisfying conditions (l)-(5).  Condition  (3)  implies that

1 = Ua<aIa and condition (1) implies that A = \Ja<nSa.

Define Ao = Si and AB = Sa+i — Sa for 1^0<tt. We know that

£xsa„ yl\ and £xeA0 B\ have the same Ulm invariants, for (the

restriction of) tt is a height-preserving isomorphism between their

socles £<ei, {*<} and £»eri {>"«}• We wish to show that £xGAg Ax

and £xsa3 B\ have the same Ulm invariants. Since

£  A* = £ Ax A- £ A\
SB+1 SB A0

and _,
/ .    B\=    £ B\A~ Y B\
sa+i sa Aa

and since the height-preserving isomorphism -k from Es^^x^]

onto ^2sB+iBx[p] maps £s„-4\[p] onto J2sffBx[p], the composition

mapping <p-w is a height-preserving isomorphism from £xeA„/lx[£]

onto ExsA^Pxtfj] where <p is the projection of J^s$+1BX onto £a9Px-

Thus  Y\eA ylx and £xeA„Px have the same Ulm invariants.

Since |A<j| ^ Ko|/3| < |A| for each 0<Q, the theorem now follows

by induction on | A|.
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